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FACULTY SENATE MINUTES 
February 3, 2020 
3:00 – 4:30 pm 
Merrill-Cazier Library, Room 154 
 
 
Call to Order - Patrick Belmont 
Approval of Minutes – January 6, 2020 
Minutes approved as distributed. 
 
University Business - Frank Galey, Provost 
President Cockett is working with the Utah State Legislature right now and is not able to make it to the 
meeting.  Currently discussions are taking place regarding compensation.  The governor is requesting a 
raise for all state workers.  The new Mehdi Haravi Language Building will be on the docket.  The 
university is requesting some state funds but a large portion of the building will be paid with donor funds. 
 
On February 13 from 1:00 – 5:00 pm there will be a Student Enrollment Management Planning (SEMP) 
open house at the Eccles Conference Center.  The SEMP has been working on a two phase process.  
Phase I has already gone through to development and action plans. This spring Phase II will be rolled 
out.   
 
Vice President Bill Plate has rolled out his strategic marketing plan.  He will be reaching out to 
departments and colleges to request information regarding upcoming events and information.  Currently 
working on building a plan for Utah State University.  This marketing plan would focus on quality, value, 
research, and outcomes.   
 
Looking at Vice Provost applicants for the School of Graduate Studies.  This position will remain open 




EPC Monthly Report – January 9, 2020 - Paul Barr 
Four General Education designations were approved.  Discussed standardizing proposals received for 
general education designations, examples of exemplary proposals will be provided.   
 
Academic Standards Subcommittee – No meeting - no report. 
 
Curriculum Subcommittee – Approved 154 course approvals and four R401 proposals. 
Discussed a proposal to require curriculum complexity maps as part of the R401 long term requests as 
well as R411 program reviews.  A review of departmental CIP codes will be performed.  There have been 
a few cases where the incorrect CIP code has been assigned to a department and we are seeing that if 
the codes are incorrect it has an effect on our international students’ VISAs. 
 
Human Resources Current and Proposed Code 321 - Doug Bullock 
This policy was formally called the Employee Rights policy but it has been reframed and renamed to 
Respectful Workplace.  This policy was put in place in 1997 and hasn’t been changed since then.  These 
changes align with the President’s initiatives of inclusion, diversity, and respect.  The policy clarifies 
expectations of behavior and has been worked out with other offices on campus.  Also redefined the 
definitions for abusive conduct, bullying, humiliation, etc.  The legislative bill HR 12 is in the house right 
now and if it gets approved some of these definitions could change.   





Professional Responsibilities and Procedures Committee (PRPC) Annual Report - David Farrelly 
Motion to approve the Professional Responsibilities and Procedures Committee Annual Report made by 
Spencer Wendel.  Seconded by Joel Ellsworth.  Report approved. 
The PRPC has been meeting weekly mainly to deal with some of the things that are being handled in HR 
code 321.  Provided a list of faculty code changes that are currently being worked in consultation with the 
Provost’s Office, Office of Equity and Legal Counsel.  Faculty code 400 needs to be brought into 
compliance with all other codes.  Hoping to clean up code from previous years and bring them all up to 
date. 
 
Office of Research Annual Report - Lisa Berreau 
Motion to approve the Office of Research Annual Report made by Ben George.  Seconded by Phillip 
Waite.  Report approved. 
Summary of highlights from 2018-2019.  Record year in terms of research awards.  Space Dynamics Lab 
has experienced extreme growth in the last couple of years.   Another highlight is the development of the 
research landscape series.  This was developed with stakeholders and policy makers along the Wasatch 
front.  In March there will be a research landscape event here at USU.  It was a record year in technology 
transfer in terms of revenue.  Undergraduate research is very valued and the Office of Research was able 
to introduce the Peak Fellows Program.  On Friday there will be 600 guest for undergraduate research.   
 
School of Graduate Studies Annual Report - Richard Inouye 
Motion to approve the School of Graduate Studies Annual Report made by Thomas Lachmar.  Seconded 
by Ralph Meyer.  Report approved. 
First 18 pages are the executive summary and the rest of the report are numbers.  Graduate enrollment is 
up this year but have had a large amount of turnover with the staff.  The office should be fully staffed within 
the next week.  This is important to have in place before Vice Provost Inouye retires.   
                    
Old Business 
401.3.3 Tenured and Tenure-Eligible Faculty (second reading) - Britt Fagerheim 
Motion to approve Code 401.3.3 and move to the President’s Executive Committee made by Boyd 
Edwards.  Seconded by David Farrelly.  Moved to President’s Executive Committee. 
Two readings for code changes but like this code change does it really need to come back to Faculty 
Senate twice.   
 
405.3.1 Tenure and Promotion: Criteria for Librarians (second reading) - Britt Fagerheim 
Motion to approve Code 405.3.1 and move to the President’s Executive Committee made by Timothy 
Taylor.  Seconded by Phillip Waite.  Moved to President’s Executive Committee. 
Two readings for code changes but like this code change does it really need to come back to Faculty 
Senate twice.   
 
Faculty Code Updates - Patrick Belmont 
Post spreadsheet to the new Faculty Senate website.  Provide information and updates for the faculty. 
 
New Business 
N/A                      
              
Adjourn:  3:53 pm 
 
 





FACULTY SENATE MINUTES 
January 6, 2020 
3:00 – 4:30 pm 




Call to Order - Patrick Belmont 
Approval of Minutes – December 2, 2019 
Minutes approved as distributed. 
 
University Business - Noelle Cockett, President | Frank Galey, Provost 
During the Faculty Forum there were questions regarding USU’s relative ranking in the USU News and 
World Report.  The institution has slipped down in the ranking but that is due to the fact that more 
institutions have been added into the rankings. So our absolute ranking has slipped, but our percentile 
ranking has actually gone up slightly.  One of the issues we struggle with is being competitive in the six 
year graduation rates but we end up being better in the eight year graduation rates.  USU’s goal is to 
work on the four, six and eight year graduation rates.  The university, Michael Torrens and Harrison 
Kleiner are pulling together the first rounds of data regarding the General Education assessment.  The 
first set of data are interesting and this is just the beginning.  Michael will provide information to President 
Cockett and she will, in turn, take it to NWCCU.  Information and feedback will be provided to the General 
Education Subcommittee. 
 
The President is currently looking at and preparing for the 2020 legislative session.  Right now she is 
working on the budget request and the most striking thing right now is that the legislature is willing to 
finance performance funding but they are not so eager to finance special projects.  President Cockett 
loves performance funding, however, there are no stretch opportunities for USU as we increased 17% 
last year with graduation rates and the institution only needed to increase by 1%.  USU’s amount from the 
legislature would be $6.9M ongoing and would be placed in three areas: 1) stabilizing tuition budget; 2) 
student persistent and completion; 3) workforce development (new faculty lines will come in).  The 
legislature is also looking at campus safety, including compliance.  USU is currently working with students 
to come up with safety ideas. In order to provide employee salary increases USU will need to collect 25% 
from tuition which means that there would be a need to raise tuition.  If USU gets 2.5% from the 
legislature USU needs to request $2.5M from the students in the form of a tuition increase.  Faculty 
promotion and tenure increases would also come from the increase in student tuition.  Looking at $15M 
for the Mehdi Haravi building.  This will house all the languages and will be housed behind the Ray B 
West building.  Only three higher ed buildings were allowed to move forward.  There will be one more 
meeting with the faculty regarding money and budgets.  Another item being looked at is classroom 
utilization.  This is based on what percent of the week the classroom is used for instruction and what 
percent of the existing seats are occupied.  We do not seem to be doing very well at this.  Classrooms 
should typically be used 33 hours per week.  Our problem stems from wrong sizing the classrooms.  
Academic Instructional Services is diving into this issue and working on maximizing classroom utilization.  
USU is not short in large classrooms, we are short in the smaller classrooms and we need to provide 
more appropriate spaces for the smaller classes.  Statewide campuses have a problem because they 
cannot get 33 hours each week in their classrooms.  A change in the bell schedule will also help with 









EPC Monthly Report – December 5, 2019 - Paul Barr 
General Education Subcommittee approved four designations and the committee discussed a potential 
misalignment between the expectations of the different designation subcommittees.  This is an ongoing 
discussion with the goal of standardizing expectations. 
Academic Standards Subcommittee discussed concerns regarding the current Excused Absence Policy 
in the general catalog. 
Curriculum Subcommittee approved 94 course requests and withdrew 10 course requests.  Also 
approved seven R401 proposals. 
 
Interim Day Expectations for Faculty - Renee Galliher 
The announcement came from the calendar committee last year for organizing final exam week.  The 
dead week is from Thursday to following Wednesday, followed by commencement.  The interim day 
policy states that students should not be required to complete or turn anything in that would affect their 
grade.  The provost’s office got a lot of questions as to what is and not allowed during interim day.  Not 
allowed to include anything that contributes to the student’s grade.  Please also note the “No Test” policy.   
 
Student Analytics Report - Mitchell Colver 
This group has been in operating for approximately three years.  They look at data in a real-time fashion 
and use that information is utilized to help students persist towards graduation. The group can build risk 
factors to help the students before they look at leaving the institution.  Any questions regarding this 
information can be sent to www.analytics.usu.edu.  The work helps protect student information as well as 
helping students use the data to help further their education. 
 
Reports 
Council on Teacher Education (One Pager) - Annual Report - Sylvia Read 
Motion to approve the Council on Teacher Education Annual Report made by Becky Blais.  Seconded by 
Ben George.  Report approved. 
Council on Teacher Education approved four different program changes (see report).  The Teacher 
Education, Instructional Leadership, and School Counseling programs hosted an accreditation visit from 
the Association for the Advancement of Quality Educator Preparation (AAQEP) in February 2019 and were 
granted seven years of full accreditation status.  ACT scores and GPAs of students admitted in the 
Teacher Education Program continue to compare favorably with ACT scores and GPAs of their 
counterparts at the university. 
 
Scholarship Advisory Board Annual Report - Craig Whyte 
Motion to approve the Scholarship Advisory Board Annual Report made by Christopher Monz.  Seconded 
by Becky Blais.  Report approved. 
Twenty page report of all scholarships and dollar amounts awarded.  There were 11,527 scholarships 
awarded this year compared to 11,000 awarded last year. Current increase in number of scholarships, 
endowments and money. 
                    
New Business 
401.3.3 Tenured and Tenure-Eligible Faculty (first reading) - Britt Fagerheim 
Motion to send back to PRPC for second reading made by Spencer Wendel.  Seconded by Becky Blais.  
Moved to PRPC for second reading. 
Matching up code with current practice.   
 
405.3.1 Tenure and Promotion: Criteria for Librarians (first reading) - Britt Fagerheim 
Motion to send back to PRPC for second reading made by Joel Ellsworth.  Seconded by Erin Davis.  
Moved to PRPC for second reading. 
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407.2 | 407.4 Procedures for Sanctions and other Reprimands (first reading) - Patrick Belmont           
PRPC noticed that the paperwork trail for sanctions doesn’t start until it reaches the level of the Provost.  
There are lesser infractions that do not get documented and the current system leaves a big gap. These 
changes will help establish a process for initiating the documentation for any infractions. Language may 
need to be added to clarify when should and when shouldn’t this documentation happen. One suggestion 
is that if the supervisor or the accused faculty member or possibly the complaintant feels that an issue 
should be documented, this policy should be followed. If neither party feels it needs to be documented the 
policy would not need to be followed.  This documentation would be put in the faculty member’s academic 
file.   Include language as to how long this information would be kept in the faculty member’s file.  
Possibly lengthen the timeline for documenting any conversations between the supervisor and accused 
faculty member as it is possible that failure to meet the 24 hour deadline could lead to a grievance.  Are 
we boxing ourselves in?  Can documentation be taken back if both parties agree? PRPC should get input 
from the Department Head’s Council before bringing the legislation back to Faculty Senate. 
Motion to send back to PRPC for recommendations/changes made by Philip Waite.  Seconded Becky 
Blais.  Moved to PRPC for changes.            
 
Adjourn:  4:12 pm 
 
Report from the Educational Policies Committee 
January 9, 2020 
 
 
The Educational Policies Committee (EPC) met on January 9, 2020.  The agenda and minutes 
of the meeting are posted on the Educational Policies Committee web page (www.usu.edu/epc).  
During the January 9, 2020 meeting of the EPC, the following actions were taken:  
1.   General Education Subcommittee  
• Four General Education designations were approved: 
o WILD 4100 (CI) 
o RELS 3456/HIST 3456 (DHA) 
o ENGL 4230 (DSS) 
o POLS 4500 (DSS) 
 
• In order to help standardize proposals received for general education 
designations, examples of exemplary proposals will be provided.  Future 
proposals will be asked to follow guidelines and examples.  Proposals that are 
unclear will be returned to the originator for resubmission. 
2. Academic Standards Subcommittee 
• No December meeting to report  
3.   Curriculum Subcommittee  
• Approval of 154 course requests. 
 
Approval of a request from the School of Applied Sciences, Technology and Education in 
the College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences requests approval to offer a Minor in 
Community-Based Education.  
Approval of a request from the Department of Kinesiology and Health Science in the 
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services to suspend the Sports 
Medicine Specialization in the Health and Human Movement Master of Science 
program.  
Approval of a request from the Departments of History and Political Science in the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences to create a Certificate of Proficiency in 
Global Peacebuilding.  
Approval of a request from the Department of Biology in the College of Science requests 
approval to add a Human Biology Emphasis to the existing Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Biology.   
 
4. Other Business 
 A proposal to require curriculum complexity maps as part of the R401 long form requests 
as well as all R411 program reviews was discussed.  There have been several 
departments that have benefited from this analysis. 
 
A review of departmental CIP codes will be performed.  There have been a few cases 






PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES COMMITTEE (PRPC)
ANNUAL REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 2019 - JANUARY 2020
Membership (February 1 - June 30, 2019) Membership (July 1, 2019 - date)
Agriculture and Applied Sciences – Nikki Kendrick Agriculture and Applied Sciences – Nikki Kendrick
Education and Human Services – Susan Turner Agriculture and Applied Sciences – Jennifer MacAdam
Extension – Andree Walker Bravo Arts – Corey Christiansen
Science – David Farrelly Extension – Andree Walker Bravo
University Libraries – Erin Davis Science – David Farrelly (Chair)
University Libraries – Britt Fagerheim (Chair, on sabbatical Feb. 1 - June 30) University Libraries – Britt Fagerheim
USU Eastern – Jan Thornton USU Eastern – Jan Thornton
USU Statewide Campuses (Roosevelt) – Marilyn Cuch (Acting Chair)
Mission as Defined in USU Policies and Procedures
The Professional Responsibilities and Procedures Committee shall advise the Faculty Senate regarding
composition, interpretation, and revision of Section 400 in University Policies and Procedures. Rec-
ommended revisions shall be submitted to the Senate for its consideration. The procedures for code
amendments are specified in Section 202 of the USU Policy Manual.
Membership
The membership of this committee will consist of seven Faculty Senate members appointed by the
Committee on Committees. Term of members; officers; and meetings and quorum of the Professional
Responsibilities and Procedures Committee shall be parallel to those of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee, as stated in policy 402.12.3(2) through 12.3(5).
Committee Business February 2019 - January 2020
This report covers code changes and reviews since the previous PRPC Annual Report which was pre-
sented by Britt Fagerheim and approved by Faculty Senate (FS) at the January 7, 2019 meeting. There
have been a number of code changes initiated or completed during the past year. Since the start of fall
semester 2019 PRPC has been meeting almost weekly to deal with these potential revisions to the code.
PRPC expects these weekly meetings to continue in spring semester 2020.
A focus for the current (spring 2020) semester is to continue the conversations started last semester
with the General Counsel’s Office, the Office of Equity, and the Provost in regard to possible substan-
tial revisions to section 407 of the faculty code (“the code”). The 407 code changes being contemplated
relate principally – but not exclusively – to how sexual harassment cases are handled. The goal is to
make the faculty code consistent with both the law and the procedures described in Section 300 of the
University Policy Library (Personnel Policies). Among the various forms of harassment and discrimi-
nation that are possible, only sexual harassment has a specific protocol described in 400-level code; all
others are dealt with exclusively through the Equity Office, at least initially, by trained investigators.
Sexual harassment is also dealt with by the Equity Office but via a quite different set of procedures than
described in Section 407. Thus, there are two parallel but different protocols in place and both of which,
according to the code, must be followed. Because Section 300 is also undergoing changes this will be
an iterative process between PRPC and the other stakeholders. The goal of PRPC is to bring these pro-
posed changes to the FS no later than the March 9, 2020 FS meeting for a first reading in the context of
the to-be changed 300-level code. The timing will depend, in part, on how soon the proposed revisions
of 300-level code become available.
1
PRPC is also concerned about some items occasionally falling into administrative ”black holes” after
leaving the FS. We will be working with the Administration on ways to streamline the notification and
feedback process (e.g., if an item is sent back to PRPC after having been approved by, and having left,
the FS).
The following is a summary of code changes and reports presented by PRPC to the FS at its monthly
meetings, as well as their current disposition, in the order of the dates in which PRPC presented them.
Only code changes that have been approved or rejected on first reading or beyond will be described.
Exceptions relate to first readings of several proposed changes to Section 407 code – specifically: 407.1.1,
407.8.5(3), 407.11.2(2), and 407.11.3 which all received first readings at the February 4, 2019 FS meeting.
Because of the anticipated major revisions to Section 407 these changes are currently on hold and will
not be described here. Instead, if considered appropriate and consistent with the proposed broader
changes to Section 407, they will be incorporated into the revised version of Section 407 to be presented
to the FS as discussed above.
Specific Items of Business
– February 4, 2019 Faculty Senate Meeting
1. 405.7.2 Additional Events During the Year in which a Tenure Decision is to be Made. This
addressed issues with external reviewer letters, including conflicts of interest and the possi-
ble difficulty for smaller departments to identify a pool of potential external reviewers. FS
letter sent to the University President on 2/27/19. Current status: unknown.
2. 407.1.1, 407.8.5(3), 407.11.2(2), and 407.11.3. (Various related to Sanctions and/or Sexual
Harassment.) First readings approved. Current status: tabled for the reasons described
above.
– March 4, 2019 Faculty Senate Meeting
1. 405.12.2 Review of Faculty. This was a student-initiated suggestion to include professional
conduct as a criterion for faculty evaluation. This was not approved on its first reading at FS.
Current status: tabled permanently.
– April 1, 2019 Faculty Senate Meeting
1. 405.11.2 Term Appointment Promotions. This is to align the process for term appointment
faculty to be similar to the process for advancement to full professor. Second reading ap-
proved at FS. Approved by the Executive Committee and Provost. Current status: included
in the agenda for the January, 10, 2020 Board of Trustees meeting.
2. 405.2, 405.3, 405.5, and 405.9. Include Carnegie Community Engagement wording in the
faculty code. Second reading approved at FS. Current status: FS letter sent to the University
President and Provost on 11/1/19.
– October 7, 2019 Faculty Senate Meeting
1. 403.3.1 Standards of Conduct – Faculty Responsibilities to Students. Faculty members do
not engage in discrimination or harassment. Second reading approved by FS. Current status:
FS letter sent to the University President and Provost on 11/1/19.
2. 403.3.2 Standards of Conduct – Professional Obligations. Faculty members do not engage
in discrimination or harassment. Second reading approved by FS. Current status: FS letter
sent to the University President and Provost on 11/1/19.
– December 2, 2019 Faculty Senate Meeting
1. 401.5 Faculty with Special Appointments. State legislature has provided funding for career
and technical education certificates at statewide campuses. A new section describing rules
governing these positions was added to section 401 of the code. Approved by the Executive
Committee and Provost. Current status: included in the agenda for the January, 10, 2020
Board of Trustees meeting.
2
– January 6, 2020 Faculty Senate Meeting
1. 401.3.3 Tenured and Tenure-Eligible Faculty. Matches code with preferred practice for Li-
brarians. First reading approved. Current status: awaiting second reading.
2. 405.3 Tenure and Promotion: Criteria for Librarians. Matches code with preferred practice
for Librarians. First reading approved. Current status: awaiting second reading.
3. 407.2 Sanctions. New code to ensure that all conversations with faculty specifically about
potential 403 code violations are documented in a timely manner. The intent is to memorial-
ize the content of these conversations – so that all sides are clear on what was said – rather
than to establish facts, innocence or guilt. First reading. Current status: clarifying revisions
were requested by FS. These will be presented at a future FS meeting after consultation with
the Department Heads Executive Council (DHEC) as recommended by FS. The next meeting
of DHEC is Feb. 6. Projected second reading at the March 9, FS meeting.
Unfinished Business from Prior Years
There are also two items of unfinished business which PRPC is actively considering.
1. 405.11.4(1) Events During the Year in which a Promotion Decision is to be made: External
Peer Reviews. This relates to term appointments. The proposed changes were in response to
the concerns of Central Committee reviewers that some external review letters were essen-
tially letters of recommendation rather than evaluations and did not directly address suit-
ability for promotion. After a first reading on 1/8/18 it was returned to PRPC. One concern
was that some fields are very small and it may be hard to find reviewers that have enough
distance from the faculty member to be truly objective. A substantially modified version will
be presented for a first reading at an upcoming FS meeting. The goal is to revise code in such
a way that the procedures for promotion of term appointment faculty match closely those for
tenure track faculty.
2. 405.8.2(3) Faculty with Tenure below the Rank of Professor: Procedures for Promotion.
This concerns the timing and participation in promotion advisory committee (PAC) meetings
and the role of the Department Head (DH) or Supervisor. A second reading was approved by
FS on 2/5/18 and a FS letter sent to the University President on 10/26/18. This was returned
to PRPC by the Executive Committee. The issue of concern is whether Department Heads
should provide a preliminary written assessment of a candidate’s suitability for promotion
based on a review of the candidate’s dossier and the report of the PAC. This would occur in
the academic year prior to that in which the case for promotion is desired to be made by the
candidate. However, this could be seen as pre-judging the outcome by the DH, or possibly,
even being a mechanism to delay the process indefinitely without any external evaluations to
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of USU’s Office of 
Research is to facilitate a culture of 
excellence in research, scholarship 
and creative activity that spans the 
lifecycle of faculty and students 
through operational training, 
funding and compliance support.
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Utah State University Office of Research
2018-19 HIGHLIGHTS
USU RECEIVES RECORD 
RESEARCH AWARDS
In FY19, USU strengthened its research distinction, 
as total USU research awards increased by nearly 30% 
over last year, making it the highest annual award level 
ever. Much of that increase is due to a doubling of 
contracts by the Space Dynamics Laboratory.
RESEARCH LANDSCAPES 
HIGHLIGHTS LAND, WATER, AND AIR
In an effort to develop and communicate excellence in 
land, water, and air research, USU created Research 
Landscapes, an initiative that is successfully sharing 
research highlights and creating relationships with 
Wasatch front business leaders, policy makers and 
other community stakeholders.
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 
GROWS IMPACT WITH PEAK 
FELLOWS PROGRAM
To further expand experiential learning opportunities, 
USU grew a variety of existing undergraduate 
research programs and introduced the new Peak 
Fellows summer research program, named after USU 
professors and benefactors David and Terry Peak.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
GENERATES RECORD REVENUE
USU received nearly $2 million in intellectual property 
commercialization revenue, which is the highlest 
level ever. From that revenue, nearly all of it (93%) 
was distributed back to inventors, departments and 
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RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS
Research Landscapes
The most significant addition to the Office 
of Research communication efforts was 
the creation of the Research Landscapes 
series, an initiative that developed out 
of a directive from President Cockett to 
reaffirm Utah State’s research leadership 
in the areas of land, water, and air among 
business and community stakeholders and 
decision-makers along the Wasatch Front. 
The series launched in November 
2018 with a luncheon at the Alta Club 
in downtown Salt Lake City. At the 
introductory luncheon, Lt. Gov. Spencer 
Cox addressed Utah’s need for further 
insights and continuing research in its 
understanding of the land, water, and 
air challenges facing the state; the 
lieutenant governor also pointed to Utah 
State University’s unique positioning 
to provide answers to those questions. 
President Cockett also spoke at the event, 
sharing the history of USU as a land-grant 
university and how research and the 
sharing of those discoveries is core to the 
university’s identity and purpose. 
The presentation events, hosted at the 
O.C. Tanner headquarters in Salt Lake City, 
began in February 2019 with Dr. Randy 
Martin of the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering department sharing research 
about the state’s air quality concerns. 
Later, in June 2019, Dr. Michelle Baker 
of the Department of Biology discussed 
relevant research in regards to Utah’s 
water quantity and water quality.
Utah Lt. Gov. Spencer Cox spoke at the introductory luncheon for Research Landscapes. The 
new initiative, launched during FY19, showcases to a Wasatch Front audience Utah State 
University’s research leadership in the areas of land, water, and air.
The Research Landscapes initiative is 
designed to build connections between Utah 
State University researchers and business 
leaders, community decision-makers, and 
other stakeholders along the Wasatch Front. 
The events provide a unique level of access 
to the researchers that allows for one-on-
one conversations and discussions.
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Training for Research 
Faculty
Training for Research Faculty is a 
workshop series that features training 
on topics of special interest to USU 
researchers, helping to enhance individual 
capacity development of USU faculty. 
Based on feedback received the previous 
year, streaming broadcasts of the 
presentations were offered in FY19, as 
well as online preservation of the video 
recordings of each workshop. Similar to 
past years, workshop topics were selected 
based on feedback from interested 
faculty. In 2018-19, two workshops were 
offered: the first event presented a panel 
of multi-discipline faculty members with 
experience in graduate mentoring to 
share advice on creating a positive lab 
culture for new students; in the second 
event, a faculty panel discussed their 
experiences in applying for NSF CAREER 
grants and the lessons they learned to 
help applications stand out from the 
crowd. 
Sunrise Session
The Office of Research continued Sunrise 
Sessions, its long-running Salt Lake 
City-based research presentation event series, in FY19. 
Sponsored by Regence BlueCross BlueShield and hosted 
at the Little America Hotel near downtown SLC, the 
presentations bring in nearly 120 attendees per session 
and are digitally archived at sunrise.usu.edu. Attendees at 
the 2018-19 series learned from four Utah State University 
researchers: Dr. Abby Benninghoff, of the Animal, 
Dairy and Veterinary Sciences Department, shared her 
findings on the use of functional foods to fight cancer; Dr. 
Joseph Wilson, of the Biology Department, discussed the 
incredible diversity of the bee population in the Beehive 
State; Dr. Michael Twohig, a licensed psychologist and 
professor in the Psychology Department, presented his 
latest research findings on new therapy methods; and 
Dr. Peter Howe, of the Department of Environment and 
Society, shared his findings regarding how Americans view 
climate change and the surprising consensus about how 
to approach the problem.
Sunrise Sessions, sponsored by Regence BlueCross BlueShield and hosted at the 
Little America hotel in Salt Lake City, provides a platform for USU researchers to 
share the latest findings in their fields.
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Research Week
The 15th Annual Research Week, hosted 
in the Merrill-Cazier library in April 2019, 
showcased the accomplishments and 
successes of faculty and student research 
at Utah State. At the presentation of the 
D. Wynne Thorne Career Research Award, 
attendees were honored to hear from 
Dr. Joyce Kinkead, the 2018 recipient, 
and celebrated Dr. Charles Hawkins, of 
the Department of Watershed Sciences, 
the 2019 honoree. The Student Research 
Symposium was the most visible portion 
of Research Week, with dozens of 
concurrent oral and poster presentations 
throughout the library; in total, more than 
400 students participated in the two-day 
symposium.
The 2019 Student Research Symposium, 
hosted during Research Week, gave 
Utah State University graduate and 
undergraduate researchers the opportunity 
to share their research through oral and 
poster presentations, as well as through 
musical performances and art displays. More 
than 400 students participated in the event.




INSTITUTIONAL ANIMAL CARE  
AND USE COMMITTEE
AAALAC International is the primary non-
governmental organization that accredits 
laboratory animal care programs and facilities 
seeking to provide excellent animal care in 
support of research.  In March of 2019, the 
Laboratory Animal Research Center and the 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
participated in a triennial site visit by AAALAC 
International. 
At the completion of the site visit, the University 
animal care program was recommended to 
continue full accreditation, extending the 
continuous accreditation of the program at Utah 
State University since 1985.   
The LARC has supported the ongoing remodeling 
of the Biology building by providing housing space 
for animals previously held within Biology, and 
by providing guidance to the design team leading 
the remodel of animal housing space in the newly 
remodeled building.
 
The IACUC continues to provide oversight of all 
animal-related activities on campus by conducting 
regular inspections of all animal handling areas.
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SPONSORED PROGRAMS
The Sponsored Programs Office (SPO) 
at Utah State University is responsible 
for reviewing and approving proposals to 
federal and state agencies, foundations, 
and other public and private sources, and 
interpreting, negotiating and accepting 
contracts and grants for proposals that 
are awarded. In FY2019, Sponsored 
Programs divided into two teams to 
improve efficiencies with current 
resources, increase specialization, and 




The pre-award team works directly with 
faculty and campus support staff to 
assist with Kuali, review proposals for 
compliance, endorse final proposals, 
and submit proposals to sponsors. Kellie 
Hedin was promoted to SPO associate 
director and manages the pre-award 
team, which consists of three grant and 
contract officers (GCOs): Katie Dana, 
Narayne Rougeau, and Jen Smith. 
 
The award management team is 
responsible for negotiating, approving, 
and finalizing contract and grants 
on behalf of USU. Devin Hansen was 
promoted to SPO associate director 
and leads the award management team, 
which consists of one Sr. GCO (Nan 
Buxton), two GCOs (Logan Hager and 
Maren Redd), and one grant and contract 
administrator (GCA) (Sam Coster). In 
FY2019, the award management team 
processed 1,043 award actions totaling 
$105.6 million
 
In FY2019, subaward activities were 
consolidated to the GCA, and closeout 
verifications were assigned to the SPO 
administrative assistant, Kim Velasquez.
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Award
In FY019, federal funding made up 
the largest portion of total campus 
funding received at $54.2million 
(51%), followed by State of Utah 
funding at $20.9 million (20%), and 
private funding at $16.7 million (16%).
 
Campus awards are evenly split 
between other sponsored activities 
(47%) and research (47%), with 
instruction and training making up the 
remaining difference (6%).
 
The Emma Eccles Jones College of 
Education and Human Services led all 
campus units in award funding ($39.2 




In FY2019, the preaward GCOs 
submitted 1,146 proposals, or about 
382 proposals per preaward GCO. 
The preaward team met individually 
with over 75 faculty researchers, and 
provided over 50 trainings focused on 
Kuali and preaward activities. 
Sixty-five percent of campus 
proposals are classified as research, 
31% are classified as other sponsored 
activities, 3% are classified as 
instruction and training, and 1% are 
classified as fellowships.
 
The Emma Eccles Jones College of 
Education and Human Services lead 
all campus units in proposal funding 
($74.5 million), while the College 




Kuali is the campus research contract 
and grant system of record. Kuali 
provides USU departments and 
colleges with reports on contract 
and grant proposals and awards 
administered within the unit. In 
FY2019, 163 proposals were submitted 
via the S2S functionality in Kuali, 
which facilitates submission of federal 
proposals created in Kuali to grants.
gov. The information and attachments 
provided in the Kuali proposal record 
populate the necessary forms and 
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RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT
GrantForward       
In FY2019, the Research Development 
Division brought to campus the 
GrantForward funding search and grant 
recommendation service (https://research.
usu.edu/rd/grantforward/). GrantForward 
replaced the Funding Finder database, 
which had been in use since 2013. 
 
GrantForward uses specialized data-
crawling technology to constantly add 
to and update an extensive database 
of sponsors, pre-solicitations, funding 
opportunities, and funded awards. The 
database covers more than 13,000 main 
sponsors and over 40,000 funding 
opportunities. Every grant opportunity 
is thoroughly analyzed and verified by a 
team of specialists to ensure accuracy. 
The search algorithm and adaptive search 
filters prevent users from wasting time 
sifting through grants that aren’t relevant 
to them and their research. By building a 
researcher profile, users can receive grant 
recommendations related to their field and 
research interests. GrantForward puts a 
strong emphasis on education and training 
through monthly webinars, topical tutorials, 
focused QuickTips, and its YouTube channel, 
meaning help is available anytime from 
anywhere.
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GrantForward is available to all USU faculty, staff, 
and students. Access to the system is obtained by 
logging in with a usu.edu or aggiemail.usu.edu email 
address.
RD Staff
The Research Development Division team consists 
of a director, a part-time program assistant, and 
six proposal development specialists (Agriculture, 
Education, Engineering, Extension [2], and Science).
 
The proposal development specialists are valuable 
and relied upon allies, aiding faculty in the search 
for external funding and the development of 
competitive proposals, coordinating with Sponsored 
Programs on the internal submission and review 





The general grant writing seminar tailored to faculty 
was offered once in FY2019, during the fall semester. 
The event was attended by 67 faculty and research 
support staff. 
Graduate Students 
The grant writing seminar tailored to graduate 
students was offered once in FY2019, also during the 
fall semester, with more than 100 graduate students 
and/or postdocs participating. This was the second 
highest attendance in the eight years this seminar 
has been offered (highest attendance was the first 
year).
 
All seminars were presented by AtKisson Training 
Group (https://atg.consulting/). The Office of 
Research covered seminar expenses for participants, 
including material costs, lunch, and breaks. 
Proposal Writing Institute
The Proposal Writing Institute completed training its 
eleventh cohort in FY2019. Fifteen faculty members 
were selected via a competitive application process 
to participate in this four-week, intensive proposal 
writing training opportunity.
 
Including this most recent cohort, the Proposal 
Writing Institute has trained 141 faculty. As a result 
of the proposals worked on during the Proposal 
Writing Institute over the past eleven years, faculty 




In FY2019, the Office of Research seed grant 
program received 42 applications and funded 17 
awards through its biannual competition cycles, with 
34 applications and 13 awards through the Research 
Catalyst (RC) program, and eight applications and 
four awards through the Seed Program to Advance 
Research Collaborations (SPARC). No applications 
were received to the Grant-Writing Experience 
through Mentorship program.
 
Capital Equipment Grant Program
After taking a hiatus in FY2018 due to budget 
constraints, the capital equipment grant program 
accepted 23 applications and funded 13 awards in 
FY2019.
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INTEGRITY AND COMPLIANCE
The Division of Research Integrity and 
Compliance (DRIC) has been working to 
improve the processes for responsible 
conduct of research (RCR) training, 
conflict of interest (COI) and export 
compliance with the goal of reducing 
burden on faculty and students while 
maintaining compliance with federal, 
state, and local regulations as well as 
institutional and agency policies.
 
Responsible Conduct of 
Research (RCR) Training
 
As of Spring 2019, the DRIC only 
tracks the RCR training requirements 
for individuals who are funded by the 
National Institute of Health (NIH), 
National Science Foundation (NSF), 
and the National Institute of Food and 
Agriculture (USDA-NIFA). The majority 
of those that must complete required 
training can do so via the CITI program. 
NSF and USDA-NIFA allow this online 
training. This includes researchers, 
staff, and students. NIH only allows 
undergraduates to complete the training 
online, whereas all graduate students 
and postdocs are required to attend the 
training in person. 
 
In Fall 2018, an ARGOS report was 
created to identify those individuals 
who have been hired and paid by these 
three funding agencies. The DRIC, in 
collaboration with the researchers, reach 
out to these individuals to notify them of 
the training requirement. These efforts 
have resulted in an overall institutional 
compliance rate of 66%.  
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Conflict of Interest
 
All faculty and staff with role statements 
which include a research component are 
required to complete an annual conflict of 
interest disclosure. Additionally, as researchers 
submit funding proposals, they are required to 
complete a project-specific disclosure. These 
disclosures are submitted via Kuali, which 
includes much of the proposal information 
to avoid duplication. These project-specific 
disclosures must be completed before the 
proposals are submitted, as many of the 
funding agencies require them at the time 
of submission. The disclosure form has 
been streamlined for brevity and clarity. In 
collaboration with the deans and associate 
deans, the overall institutional compliance rate 




Universities are diverse places that encourage 
collaborative environments, which results in 
many avenues for exports. Export compliance 
becomes a concern when researchers and staff 
work on projects that are considered controlled 
or have publication restrictions that include 
foreign persons or foreign collaborators. 
Researchers have the primary compliance 
responsibility regarding export control laws 
and regulations. An export is the transfer of 
sensitive equipment, commodities, technology, 
information, technical data, software or 
services to: (a)Anyone outside the U.S. 
including a U.S. citizen; (b)  A “foreign national” 
whether in the U.S. or abroad; or ( c) A foreign 
embassy or affiliate. Most researchers and staff 
are not aware of these restrictions.
 
In order to take steps to safeguard our 
faculty who have projects that are considered 
controlled by the federal government, Utah 
State University has been registered with 
the Department of Commerce and the State 
Department with Dr. Lisa Berreau, interim vice 
president for research, as USU's Empowered 
Official. Additionally, the DRIC has purchased 
software that can conduct restricted party 
screening on individuals and organizations with 
whom researchers may conduct business. The 
software will also assist in the identification of 
materials that require a license or exemptions, 
improving the overall efficiency in identifying 
if a license is required. Additionally, a 
ServiceNow form for export compliance review 
and approval routing has been created to 
facilitate the process and lessen the burden on 
researchers. In collaboration with the Offices 
of Risk Management and Global Engagement, 
we are working to assist researchers with 
international travel processes which may 
require export licenses.




The Environmental Health and Safety 
(EH&S) office has had a successful year 
with an excellent team of professionals. 
The search for a new safety professional 
at the USU Eastern campus was 
exceptionally fruitful, identifying Logan 
Bollough, who assumed the responsibility 
for USU campuses in eastern Utah, 
including Price, Uintah Basin, Blanding 
and Moab.
 
The Safety Committee for Regional 
Campuses was restructured to better 
support branch campuses and regional 
learning centers. David Vernon, associate 
VP over the Salt Lake campus, accepted 
the appointment as chair of the 
committee with six members representing 
each geographical region within the state, 
including Greg Dart, associate VP of USU 
Eastern and Logan Bollough of EH&S.
  
Chemical Hygiene 
The EH&S office went live with the hybrid 
online/face-to-face training program for 
initial laboratory safety in January of 
2019. Over the past six months, 147 new 
researchers have taken the course. This 
course has significantly reduced EH&S 
staff time commitments for training, but 
the EH&S office still provided training 
for 658 students in seven different 
courses dedicated to the safe handling of 
chemicals.
The EH&S office responded to 15 
emergency indoor air quality issues 
involving natural gas leaks, construction 
exhaust, building HVAC failures, chemical 
releases, and sewer gas.  Three long-term 
exposure assessments of ventilation 
systems in laboratories, classrooms and 
arts studios were conducted to determine 
if corrective action or personal protective 
equipment (PPE) was warranted. 
Biological Safety 
EH&S office personnel assisted auditors 
from the United States Department of 
Agriculture and the Centers for Disease 
Control in the inspection of all select 
agent areas and BSL 2/3 laboratories on 
two separate occasions. Routine audits 
are conducted to assure compliance 
with all required and prudent laboratory 
practices.
The EH&S office has been working in 
conjunction with USU Facilities to explore 
the possibility of a much needed upgrade 
to the ventilation system in the select 
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agents laboratory (P3) in the Laboratory 
Animal Research Center. We were able 
to secure $200 thousand from the state 
building fund to initiate the design and 
engineering for the project. In the coming 
years, additional funds will be requested 
to implement the proposed changes.  
Industrial Hygiene 
EH&S personnel aided the Athletics 
Department in procuring UL-approved 
“flame towers,” safe to operate and 
providing a good show. A State of Utah 
registered fireworks professional was 
identified and contracted to inspect the 
system and to conduct all home-game 
performances. EH&S personnel provided 
leak detection and system readiness 
checks prior to each home-game 
performance, and all dress rehearsals.
 
The EH&S office teamed with USU’s 
Fire Marshal to meet with the Athletics 
Department, Student Services, and 
the president’s council to explain the 
hazards associated with “corn starch 
white out” activities. Explosions from 
these types of activities have resulted 
in loss of life and damage to buildings 
and equipment at other institutions. 
Student Services, in conjunction with the 
Athletics Department, has agreed to have 
EH&S and the Fire Marshall review and 
approve all new and proposed activities 
for potential hazards prior to all future 
events.
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Occupational Safety
In FY19, the EH&S office investigated 
26 laboratory accidents and 52 
accidents occurring in field activities 
including farms, research, and the Utah 
Conservation Corps.  An additional 
127 minor accidents, where injured 
employees simply needed to be 
reminded of safety protocols already in 




EH&S personnel were instrumental in 
preparing the biology building (BNR) for 
the FY20 remodel. Over a three-month 
period the entire EH&S staff worked 
with researchers, laboratory personnel 
and students to catalog all chemicals 
to determine which would be discarded 
and which would be moved to a new 
home. Each container of chemicals 
was removed from its storage location 
within BNR and prepared for transport 
in compliance with all applicable 
Department of Transportation (DOT) 
requirements. 
Chemicals were either sent for disposal 
or transported to a permanent home 
in the new life sciences building or 
temporary lab space. Following the 
safe transport of chemicals to their 
designated new home, EH&S personnel 
worked with laboratory personnel to 
unpack each chemical to assure it was 
not damaged during transport. In total, 
24 research groups and all teaching labs 
in the Biology Department were moved 
without incident or delay to the starting 
of the BNR remodel project. 
  
Radiation 
Eighty-seven inspections of radioactive 
material areas on campus were 
conducted in FY19, for the safe use 
of dispensable isotopes. All of the 42 
existing research personnel working in 
these areas received annual refresher 
training, and 27 new investigators 
received the initial training.
Phase I Site Assessments
The EH&S office investigated four 
properties that were purchased 
or donated to the university for 
environmental liability. The largest site 
was a 110-acre property donation in 
Herriman, Utah that will be used as the 
Salt Lake center for agriculture outreach 
and research. The site will also serve the 
south end of the Salt Lake Valley as a 
regional campus for all eight colleges. 
The site was historically used as a dry 
farm that was, unfortunately, heavily 
contaminated by Kennecott Mining 
operations and mine tailings. 
Contamination from wind erosion and 
storm water on-flow deposited elevated 
levels of the heavy metals lead and 
arsenic. The results from that site 
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posed a significant environmental liability, 
and they were presented to the College 
of Agriculture and Applied Sciences and 
the President’s Executive Committee in a 
presentation in June. The property was 
subsequently forwarded to an outside 
contractor to conduct a Phase II site 
evaluation to determine the actual levels 
of lead and arsenic. The Phase I and Phase 
II results will be used to determine if 
development of a branch campus will pose 
any threat to persons farming, conducting 
research or attending classes.
Air Quality 
The EH&S office compiled the annual 
emission inventory for priority pollutants 
(NOx, SOx, particulates, CO, and VOCs) 
released by university activities. The report 
listed a 13% decrease from FY18, indicating 




EH&S personnel responded to and contained 
numerous small spills across campus, 
including acrylamide in the chemistry 
building and a bourbon spill in USTAR 
620. “Midnight Dumping” has become an 
increasing problem on campus in FY19, with 
three drums of an unknown chemical being 
discovered behind the Skaggs building and 
a box of old paint appearing on the RACC 
dock. USU Police were contacted on both 
occasions, but they said there was little 
hope in discovering the responsible parties, 
due to the open nature of USU campus.




January 21, 2019 marked the 
implementation date for a long-awaited 
overhaul of the regulations governing 
research with human participants. 
The updated Federal Policy for the 
Protection of Human Subjects substantially 
broadened the categories of exempt 
research, brought identifiable biospecimens 
under the purview of the federal rule, 
updated requirements for documenting 
informed consent, and removed the need 
for annual approval of newly expedited 
research projects. In conjunction with the 
implementation date, the USU IRB created 
many educative resources, held several 
trainings, and updated forms and templates 
relating to the new rule (the “Revised 
Common Rule”).  
Another change under the Revised 
Common Rule that comes into effect in 
2020 regards single IRB review. Utah 
State University was one of the earliest 
adopters of SMART IRB, an online reliance 
system that permits institutions to keep 
track of Single IRB agreements in a shared 
electronic portal. SMART IRB has now 
grown to include over 600 institutions. 
Updated paper-based reliance agreements 
are still available for investigators working 
with colleagues whose institutions have not 
adopted SMART IRB. 
Policy Revisions
USU’s Policy 584, the institutional policy 
on research involving human participants, 
was updated following implementation 
of the Revised Common Rule. In addition 
to making substantial updates regarding 
federal requirements, IRB staff took the 
opportunity to remove several items from 
its purview. Most notably, faculty no longer 
need to seek IRB review of classroom-based 
activities that do not meet the definition of 
“research” within the federal regulations. 
While this only decreases IRB submissions 
by approximately 3%, the IRB hopes that 
this deregulatory effort permits faculty to 
get a smoother start to the semester.
Increased IRB Capacity
To meet the increased demand for 
convened IRB reviews, the board began 
meeting twice per month in the spring 
2019 semester. The IRB had a record high 
22 protocols needing initial, continuing, 
and amendment review by the convened 
IRB. The twice-monthly meetings permit 
research proposed to the board to move 
along more quickly, while still receiving 
high-quality reviews. Additionally, incentive 
payments for community members 
approved last fiscal year by President 
Cockett have assisted the IRB in achieving 
quorum more consistently.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
SERVICES
Technology Transfer Services does our best 
to look into the future and identify the best 
technologies to protect and commercialize. 
We are often amazed at what the future 
brings. We saw good successes in FY19 and 
credit USU’s innovative and supportive 
faculty for this success. 
 
USU received a record $1,995,875 in 
Intellectual Property commercialization 
revenue, of which $1,870,976 (93%) was 
distributed back to inventors, departments 
and the university. Of disappointing note, 
in FY19 the licensed patent for a method of 
producing textured whey protein expired. 
As a result, USU will no longer receive 
royalties from our long-time licensee. Our 
ongoing challenge is to replace this revenue 
with other successful commercialization 
opportunities. 
 
TTS continues to support our faculty by 
assisting in the negotiation, execution and 
tracking of research, development and 
commercialization-related agreements. 
In FY19 TTS assisted with two inter-
institutional Agreements, three Joint 
Research agreements, 16 material transfer 
agreements, 33 non-disclosure agreements 
and 30 license agreements.
 
USU faculty disclosed 33 new inventions 
to TTS in FY19. We were pleased to receive 
these disclosures, but disappointed the 
number of disclosures are trending down 
since the peak in FY10. We feel one factor in 
this downward trend is the smallness of our 
team; we are limited in our ability to be more 
visible and interact with our faculty and 
researchers as much as we would like. We 
hope to right size our team in the future and 
would expect to see the number of invention 
disclosures increase. Encouragingly, TTS 
received nine disclosures from faculty who 
had not previously disclosed an invention. 
We are excited to interact and serve all of 
our faculty, especially our new faculty. 
 
An important part of our service to the 
university community is the protection of 
IP. In FY19, TTS filed six provisional patent 
applications, 19 non-provisional patent 
applications and filed trademark protection 
for 17 new trademarks. The end goal of a 
patent application is for the US Patent and 
Trademark Office (USPTO) to issue the 
patent. This is a multi-year and expensive 
process. In FY19 the USPTO issued patents 
for 15 USU innovations. 
 
The TTS team is small, but we are dedicated 
to providing the support and services to 
protect and promote the commercialization 
of USU’s innovative discoveries and 
technologies. Being a small team, TTS will, 
out of necessity, focus our time and efforts 
on the most impactful opportunities and 
tasks. 




The high level of student engagement in 
research makes USU stand out from other 
institutions in the state and beyond.
In 2019, the excellence of our 
undergraduate research programs 
received national recognition when we 
were selected as a finalist for the Council 
on Undergraduate Research’s Campus-
Wide Award for Undergraduate Research 
Accomplishments (AURA).
This year also saw the return of the 
Presidential Doctoral Research Fellows 
(PDRF) program, designed to attract and 
support top-tier PhD students across the 
disciplines.
Our Undergraduate Research Fellows 
(URF) program continued to build on 
its history of student success with two 
Goldwater Scholarships, five primary-
authored articles in peer-reviewed 
professional journals, and dozens of 
poster and oral presentations at national 
and international conferences.
Seventy-five undergraduates were 
awarded $1,000 scholarships plus 
research funding for their independent 
research and creative projects through 
the Undergraduate Research and Creative 
Opportunities (URCO) grant program, 
now in its 44th year. And new initiatives 
for increasing access to and inclusion 
in student research, including Research 
Opportunities for Work Study (ROWS), got 
off the ground.
Finally, the summer of 2019 saw the 
inauguration of the Peak Summer 
Research Fellows, a donor-sponsored 
10-week intensive research experience 
for undergraduates from the Colleges 
of Science and Humanities and Social 
Sciences.
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Undergraduate Research 
Engagement
Undergraduates at USU participated in 
research and independent creative inquiry 
across all eight colleges, as represented 
by the record numbers of student posters, 
presentations, and performances at Research 
Week’s Student Research Symposium in 
April 2019, and at the Fall Student Research 
Symposium in December 2019. More than 
350 undergraduates and almost 100 graduate 
students presented at SRS over a two-day 
period. Every single student participant 
received feedback from multiple reviewers, 
including faculty, professional staff, and 
advanced graduate students, making this 
as much a learning experience as it is an 
opportunity to share work with the broadest 
possible public. In addition, the Fall SRS event 
saw a 100% jump in participation, with more 
than 100 undergraduate presentations.
Students from USU also presented at numerous 
national conferences, including the National 
Conference on Undergraduate Research, 
Utah Conference on Undergraduate Research, 
Research on Capitol Hill (Utah), Posters on the 
Hill (Washington, D.C.), American Geophysical 
Union, American Psychological Association, 
the Montreux Jazz Festival, and the Society for 
Applied Anthropology. We provided matching 
travel funds for more than 100 students. 
PDRF relaunch
The Presidential Doctoral Research Fellows 
program, initiated in 2014, suspended 
recruitment for AY 2018-2019 while we 
reassessed program priorities and met with 
stakeholders to discover how this initiative 
to attract and retain top PhD students at 
USU could be strengthened. Support for its 
continuation was strong from existing students 
in the program, PIs, department heads, and 
deans, so the decision was made to reopen 
recruitment for fall 2020.
Deans have allocated the 12 open positions to 
their departments and faculty, and recruitment 
efforts have already begun. Meanwhile, in 2019, 
PDRF’s already in the program garnered three 
NSF Graduate Research Fellowships as well 
as predoctoral fellowships from the American 
Heart Association, the Ford Foundation, USDA 
NIFA, Utah NASA Space Consortium, the 
National Park Service, The Geological Society 
of America, Western SARE, the American 
Alpine Club, and others, totaling almost 
$400,000 in support.
Peak Summer Research 
Fellows
Dr. David Peak (Physics) and Dr. Terry Peak 
(Sociology), generous supporters and mentors 
of USU’s undergraduate researchers for more 
than three decades, made a $50,000 gift to 
the Office of Research in the winter of 2018 
to support a summer research program for 
undergraduates in the Colleges of Science and 
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Humanities and Social Sciences.
We worked closely with the Peaks to develop 
a framework for the Peak Summer Research 
Fellows that would ensure that the students 
selected would be given an experience equivalent 
in rigor to the NSF’s Research Experiences for 
Undergraduates (REU), on which we modeled the 
program.
Students wrote in-depth grant proposals, endorsed 
by their faculty mentors, and these were reviewed 
for their feasibility, originality, and potential to 
advance the students’ eligibility for national 
scholarships and grants. Eleven students received 
the fellowship and ten completed the program, 
which immersed them in research for ten weeks 
during the summer of 2019 and culminated with a 
colloquium in September at which they presented 
their work to faculty and peers. The donors were 
pleased with the outcome, and have funded a 
second year for summer 2020.
Increasing access
A continuing objective for UR at USU is to increase 
awareness and participation among those student 
populations most likely to benefit academically 
and personally from UR, but least likely to know 
about it or to pursue these opportunities. To this 
end, in 2019, we launched ROWS, working closely 
with Career Services to identify students eligible 
for Federal Work Study and pair them with faculty 
seeking entry-level research assistants.
Through paid research assistantship experience, 
the 33 students in this initial cohort are learning 
not only the skills, but also the mindset of 
researchers. 
Meanwhile, our work with Admissions has led to 
the inclusion of UR in recruitment events focused 
not only on our typical demographic of high-
achieving high school seniors, but also on first-
generation college students, LatinX students, and 
non-traditional students. We are also coordinating 
with Aggie First Scholars and the Black Student 
Union to get information about research 
opportunities to students participating in their 
programs.
At Research on Capitol Hill, undergraduate students from Utah State University share their research efforts and discoveries with 
the state’s leaders at the Capitol building in Salt Lake City.
BY THE 
NUMBERS
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College 
College of Natural 
Resources
College of Education 
and Human Services




College of Natural 
Resources
College of Science
College of Education 
and Human Services
College of Humanities 
and Social Sciences














Combining theory and technology to understand the 
factors limiting populations of Lazuli buntings breeding 
along an elevational gradient in Cache Valley, UT
The Effects of Background Noise on Reading in Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Isolation and Interaction in Ancient Honduras
Developing Mg-Sulfur Battery Chemistry Using Advanced 
Electrolyte and Electrode Designs
Needs-based approaches for representing personal 
transportation decision-making
Coupling individual and population perspectives to 
enhance understanding and management of wildlife 
space-use patterns
Fast and Sensitive Detection fo Fungal Infection and 
Contamination
Promoting  Sustainability  in  Nitrogen  Cycling:  Artificial  
Intelligence  to  Explore Diversity of Enzymes involved with 
Nitrification and Mineralization in Agricultural Soils
Testing new conceptual models to predict effects of 
nutrient deposition on the soil C sink
Determining molecular structures and activities of the 






































RESEARCH CATALYST (RC) GRANTS
SEED GRANTS












College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences
College of Natural 
Resources
College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences
College of Education 
and Human Services
Project Title
Developing a hamster model for inflammation in beta 
thalassemia and sickle cell disease
Identifying factors driving population-level mixing 
patterns in wildlife
Evaluating the utility of golden Syrian hamsters as 
models for preclinical development of triglyceride-
modulating therapeutics to treat infections
Cultivating connections: Designing field experiences to 























College of Natural 
Resources
College of Education 
and Human Services
College of Education 
and Human Services
Can eHealth coaching after early childhood hearing aid 
fitting improve parents coping and child outcomes?
Development of Electrically Acutated High-resolution 
Micro-Engineered Diffusers for Neuronal Outgrowth















































College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences
College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences
College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences
College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences
College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences
College of Arts
College of Education 










Case IH MD72 Rotary Mower with 3-point hitch
Automated capillary electrophoresis instrument
iBright FL 1000 imaging system
SPEX SamplePrep 2010 Geno/Grinder
Ram press
Air displacement plethysmograph for body composition 
assessment: Bod Pod GS
CGX EEG Headset - Quick-8 System
Medium Steam Sterilizer
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FACILITIES AND ADMINISTRATION ALLOCATION (IN THOUSANDS)
F&A Revenue
USU Eastern Revenues — 100% Returned
30% to USU Colleges/Dept/P.I.s
70% to Central F&A Pool
Total F&A Generated
Funds Available for Distribution by RGS
F&A Revenues in Central Pool (70%)
Unused Prior Period Allocations Returned to Central Pool
Carry Forward
Total F&A Available for Distribution
Office of Research Allocations from Central Pool (70% of Central F&A pool):






Total Central Administrative Support
Indirect College Support
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The School of Graduate Studies provides administrative, 
financial, and professional support for graduate programs and 
graduate students in all disciplines and on all USU campuses. 
INTEGRITY
Scholarship and training should be conducted with the highest 
ethical and regulatory standards. This is particularly important 
in graduate programs, as they prepare students to serve in 
professional and leadership roles.
INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
Faculty, graduate students, and staff should continue to learn 
how best to conduct research and scholarly activities, to mentor 
others, and to support graduate education.
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Students will have better educational experiences, leading to 
better outcomes, if they are fully engaged in their graduate 
programs, and in their professional, university, and civic 
communities.
DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, ACCESSIBILITY
A diversity of experiences and approaches can strengthen 
learning and problem solving. The diversity of our graduate 
students is enhanced by including, and ensuring accessibility to, 
students from a broad range of backgrounds, experiences, and 
approaches to problem solving.
TRANSPARENCY
As a public institution, all USU stakeholders, including students, 
faculty, staff, and the public, should have access to a clear 
understanding of Graduate School functions and operations.
Core Values














SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Goal MetricProcess/Activity







Awareness of university resources




      GrTS, Travel awards, TA workshops
Grad Program Coordinators:
      GPC training
SGS Staff:
      Graduate training
Application fee waivers 
      (e.g., McNair, SACNAS)




International double degree programs 















Graduation, Jobs in field
Clear path to degree completion
Career advancement
Opportunities to pursue 
graduate degrees
Match between the demographics 
of domestic graduate students and 




































Coordinator Senior Senior Director
Staff Assistant
Coordinator of ProgramsTrevor Gill 
Office management, agenda/minutes for Grad Council, 
GPC meetings, scheduling, Graduate Catalog, ServiceNow 
Eric Biel 
Budgeting, EPAF review, graduate tuition pool, tuition waivers, etc.
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
Admissions Counselor (search underway)





Graduate registrar, degree checks, programs of study, leave of absense, etc.
Megan Evans
Front desk, student tracking (forms), degree transfer forms
THESIS, DISSERTATION REVIEW
Erika Beckstrand
Thesis/dissertation review, grad student travel,  TA Training
RECRUITMENT & RETENTION
Project Management Team (shared with Office of Research)
Note:  All staff contribute to 
ongoing training of Graduate 
Program Coordinators
Note: SGS staffing as of 1/13/2020
7Timeline
     
July 2018 Mark McLellan leaves USU, Laurens Smith appointed 
            Interim VPR and Dean
September Started transition from DocuSign to ServiceNow
  Graduate Training Series (GrTS): Tips for Teaching Undergrad Students
October Kaitlyn Fjeldsted hired (Staff Assistant II)
  GrTS: Tips for Successful Literature Reviews
November GrTS: Tips for Dealing with Conflict
January 2019 School of Graduate Studies separated from Research Office, moved  
            to Office of Provost and Executive Vice President 
  Inouye appointed Vice Provost of Graduate Studies 
  Graduate Training Series (GrTS): Tips for Interviewing for a Job
February SGS Business Officer hired (Eric Biel)
  Weekend Visit: 3rd annual on-campus graduate student recruiting event
  GrTS: Tips for Effective Data Visualization
March  GrTS: Tips for Persuasive Public Speaking
April  Regional campus commencements: Graduate degrees awarded at 
            Beaver, Brigham City, Tooele, Moab, Blanding, 
            Price, Uintah Basin
May  Karli Salisbury hired (Coordinator of Programs II)
June  Joan Rudd changed to 75% time
  Kaitlyn Fjeldsted reclassified to Coordinator of Programs 
  20 SGS forms active in ServiceNow (4 others active by 9/19) 
September GrTS: How to Mentor and Be Mentored
October GrTS: Building Successful Teaching Opportunities
November Geneva Harline resigned
  Karli Salisbury resigned
  Joan Rudd moved to MAE
  Kurt Adison moved to Registrar/Athletics
  GrTS: Tips for Navigating the Publishing Process
  Megan Evans hired to replace Karli Salisbury
December Trevor Gill hired to replace Geneva Harline
  Aaron Walter hired to fill position formerly held by Kaitlyn Fjeldsted 
  Megan Murdock hired to replace Kurt Adison     
  Kaitlyn Fjeldsted moved to Computer Science
SGS Timeline
8 Graduate Council / Administrative Move
In 2019 the School of Graduate Studies (SGS) moved 
from what was the Office of Research and Graduate 
Studies (RGS) to the Office of the Executive Vice 
President and Provost. This change in the administrative 
home of the Graduate School did not result in any 
substantive changes to SGS policies or procedures; the 
only change in personnel titles was the designation of a 
Vice Provost of Graduate Studies rather than Dean of 
the Graduate School. 
The Business Services personnel who supported both 
the Research Office and the Graduate School remained 
The Graduate Council is the primary advisory 
group for the School of Graduate Studies. The Council 
provides input and guidance to the Provost and the 
Vice Provost of Graduate Studies on matters that 
impact all aspects of graduate education. The Council 
includes a representative from each College/School, the 
Faculty Senate, the Library, the Office of Research, and 
the USUSA Graduate Senator and USUSA Director 
Administrative Move
Graduate Council
with the Office of Research. This required the creation 
of a new Business Manager position to support the 
Graduate School. Eric Biel was hired into this position; 
Eric reports both to the Provost Office Financial Officer 
and the Vice Provost of Graduate Education.
The Project Management Team (PMT), which 
supported all parts of RGS, continues to support the 
Office of Research and SGS under a memorandum that 
assigns 30% of PMT effort to SGS. 
of Graduate Campus Affairs. Responsibilities of the 
Council include review and approval of changes to 
graduate degree programs, review of applications to be 
included in the Western Regional Graduate Program 
(part of WICHE), and review of requests from 
departments to accept a portfolio in place of a graduate 
admissions exam. 
9ServiceNow / GPC Training
Graduate Program Coordinators (GPCs) are the 
primary link between the Graduate School and 
departmental graduate programs. GPCs are a diverse 
group that includes Staff Assistants at various levels, 
Program Coordinators, Lecturers, and Faculty. Over the 
past seven years, there has been a turnover rate among 
GPCs of more than 25% each year. This turnover, the 
fact that in departments with small graduate programs 
the GPC’s responsibilities may constitute a small 
percentage of the person’s overall job responsibilities, 
and changes in Graduate School operations (e.g., 
the transition to ServiceNow) results in a need for 
ongoing training. Some of this is accomplished by 
having Graduate School staff work one-on-one with 
new GPCs, and some is accomplished in monthly GPC 
meetings.
In 2019 the Graduate School completed a transition 
from using DocuSign to collect verifiable electronic 
signatures to ServiceNow. With excellent support from 
the ServiceNow team (special thanks to Steve Funk and 
Isela Phelps), SGS moved all forms to the ServiceNow 
platform. Benefits from this transition include financial 
savings (based on announced DocuSign price increase, 
an estimated $14,000/year), increased transparency 
(it is easier to track the progress of forms as they are 
routed for signatures), improved access (avoiding 
operating system incompatibilities associated with some 
fillable pdfs), and better reporting capabilities. A total 
of 4,816 forms were submitted through ServiceNow 
from September 2018 through December 2019. A list 
of SGS forms that are submitted and approved through 





In summer 2019,  the School of Graduate Studies 
offered a series of training workshops focused on 
various processes that include GPCs. Videos of these 
workshops are available in Box as part of our GPC 
Training and Informational Materials, where they can 
be accessed at any time. Topics for these workshops 
included Applications and International Student 
Requirements, Supervisory Committee Approval, 
EPAFs, Student Tracking, Final Defenses, and Degree 
Completion.
10 Commencement / Student Support
In 2019, the School of Graduate Studies joined 
in several meetings and conversations with other 
organizations on campus to better determine how 
to assist graduate students who encounter negative 
experiences on campus. These discussions resulted 
in plans that will be realized in FY2020. A graduate 
In 2018, significant changes were announced with 
regard to USU commencement activities. Due to the 
reduced number of spring instruction days and the 
increasing number of total graduates, commencement 
activities were restructured to better accommodate 
more events in the D. Glen Smith Spectrum earlier 
in the week. One of those changes included the 
discontinuation of the graduate student commencement 
ceremony. Beginning in 2019, the School of Graduate 
Studies no longer oversees a separate event for graduate 
students; instead, graduate students are included in 
their respective college convocations. As part of the 
Supporting Graduate
Students in Distress
Changes to Graduate Student 
Commencement Ceremonies
student ombudsperson position will be established 
and designated as a resource for graduate students. 
Additionally, the array of available resources will be 
listed in a single location on the School of Graduate 
Studies website.
aspirational goals for this change, undergraduate 
students witness the hooding of graduate students at 
both the master’s and Ph.D. level. Hooding ceremonies 
are held within the college convocation or in a separate 
ceremony for graduate students within their college. 
Graduate students are also encouraged to participate 
in the main commencement ceremony on Thursday 
morning with the undergraduate students. Awarding 
of graduate degrees at statewide campuses continues 







Bringing prospective students to campus is a 
recognized best practice for convincing strong 
applicants to join graduate degree programs. For 
the past three years the School of Graduate Studies 
has held an annual Weekend Visit, providing central 
programming for applicants that departments bring to 
Logan. Outcomes from those visits are shown below. 
Over the three years, more than 50% of the applicants 
brought to campus have enrolled in a USU graduate 
program. This is a noteworthy outcome, given 
that departments generally bring in their strongest 
applicants for these visits. The School of Graduate 
Studies plans to continue this recruiting effort.
The Weekend Visit event started in 2017 in response 
to the annual Utah State University New Student 
Survey finding that 34% of candidate students who 
visited campus were more likely to enroll because of 
their visit. This was also supported by 2018 pre-survey 
responses, which indicated 22% of our candidate 
students felt they could not make an acceptance 
decision prior to visiting campus. The 2019 pre-survey 
for weekend visits showed 55% of participants were 
likely to attend Utah State University if accepted. 
Weekend Visit is used in a variety of ways to 
meet various needs of department and programs.          
Some departments use this program as an interviewing 
process for potential graduate students, and others 
invite prospective students to come to campus as a 
final push into getting students to accept offers to 
USU. 
The third annual weekend visit took place at the USU 
campus on February 21-23, 2019 and was hosted by 
the SGS Recruitment Team. Programming provided 
by SGS included a morning welcome breakfast with 
student and staff presentations about USU; campus 
tour; coffee mixer in the Merrill-Cazier Library to 
mingle with other participants and current graduate 
students; dinner at a local restaurant with department 
staff and students; and a choice of various Saturday 
outdoor excursions. Programming provided by 
individual departments included department visits and 
time for participants to spend with department faculty, 
staff and students. 
Data further shows support for the weekend visit as 
noted in the recruitment grant report, which shows 
58% of departments who have participated in campus 
visits from 2016 to present report success in recruiting 
students to join their program within the following two 




























OUTCOMES FROM WEEKEND VISIT
13Recruitment Grants / Socials / GrTS
SGS offers $1,500 recruitment grants that may be used 
for any aspect of recruitment (e.g., recruiting trips, 
promotional materials, travel to bring applicants to 
campus). Each department may receive one grant per 
year, contingent on submission of a report describing 
use and outcomes of a prior award. Departments may 
Graduate Training Series
The Graduate Training Series (GrTS) provides 
monthly opportunities for graduate students to 
augment their studies with professional development 
that will prepare them for the next steps in their career 
paths. Topics are chosen with input from graduate 
students through surveys and focus groups. The 
workshops cover a variety of topics from presentation 
and job hunting tips to utilizing experts from across 
the university to teach grad students useful tools for 
navigating their graduate degree and after. GrTS 
workshops are available to any USU graduate student, 
regardless of discipline or degree, and are live-streamed 
and posted online for those who are not able to attend 
in person.
2019 Workshop Schedule 
January 16, 2019  
Tips for Interviewing for a Job
February 20, 2019
Tips for Effective Data Visualization
March 27, 2019
Tips for Persuasive Public Speaking
Sept. 17, 2019
How to Mentor and be Mentored
Oct 16, 2019
Building Successful Teaching Opportunities
Nov 19th, 2019
Navigating the Publishing Process
Graduate Socials
Recruitment Grants
Graduate student socials were established several years 
ago in response to comments from students that they 
wanted more informal opportunities to interact with 
other graduate students, including students from other 
graduate programs. Graduate student socials generally 
take place from 6:00 to 8:00 pm on the second or 
third Thursday of the month. Students from across 
the university come to socialize with other students 
outside of their department, or to spend more time with 
those within the department in a non-academic setting. 
Previously, the social has been held at the Logan 
Country Club, but in the 2018-2019 academic year, 
socials were held at a variety of locations, including the 
Perry Pavilion, Impact Commons, and the Quad, with 
an average attendance of around 120 students. Five 
socials will take place during the 2019-2020 year, with 
the majority of events taking place on campus at the 
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art.
submit a second request that focuses on increasing 
diversity (see page 18). In 2019 SGS awarded 16 
recruitment grants and funded GRE searches for 
four departments. Numbers of grants awarded to 




The School of Graduate Studies offers a centralized 
new student orientation program each year (in late 
August) for new graduate students. While many 
departments and programs have their own orientation 
programming and choose to not participate, our 
centralized orientation is offered to any department who 
do not have the resources to host their own orientation 
or could benefit from placing their efforts in other areas. 
Attendance for 2019 was 233.
In 2019, graduate orientation was focused on three main 
messages:
      1. We care about the health, wellbeing, and   
 success of our students.
      2. We firmly believe in the necessity of safety   
 and integrity within our programs.
      3. We want students to have access to the tools  
 and resources they need to address   
 their concerns.
The event was organized into three segments. A main 
session, three breakout sessions, and a social. The 
main session covered SGS and GPCs, senators, SGS 
programming, student code, and academic records and 
privacy. There were three breakout sessions offering 
four workshops. Sessions included “Welcome to 
Cache Valley,” “Intro to Graduate Studies,” “Intro to 
Research,” and “University Resources.”
Invitations were sent out to current USU graduate 
students to attend the grad student social at the end 
of orientation. This way new students had a chance to 
network with other successful graduate students.
In preparation for 2020, SGS has begun extensive 
research looking for ways to better improve the 
balance of individual department orientations with 
a campuswide, centralized orientation. Other peer 
institutions around Utah and Idaho have faced a similar 
challenge trying to get facetime in front of graduate 
students before school starts but have not yet found a 
solution. The School of Graduate Studies has collected 
programming and itinerary from all departments 
across the university and are compiling data to help 
us determine what orientation content would best 
serve a greater portion of USU grad students, while 
being mindful of each individual department’s efforts. 
The School of Graduate Studies is also looking into 
the possibility of hosting SGS orientation online, as 
our USU undergraduate orientation does. Changes to 
itinerary and programming will be prepared by June of 
2020, to be implemented into the fall 2020 orientation.
15Applications
APPLICATIONS
A detailed application summary is provided as 
Appendix C, which shows application numbers 
over the past 3-5 years, broken down by college, 
department, and degree program.
Total application numbers over 
the past 3 years varied from 2,620 
(2017-18) to 2,868 (2016-17).
The number of international 
applications declined 58% from 
2014-15 to 2017-18, but increased 
slightly in 2018-19.
PhD applications constituted 
33% of PhD, MS, MA, and MFA 
applications in 2015-16. That 
percentage increased to 42% in 
2017-18 and 2018-19. The School of 
Graduate Studies believes this reflects 
efforts to increase the number of 
doctoral degrees awarded by USU.
Through December 2019, more 
applications have been received in 
the current year (1,683) than in any 




A detailed report of fall degree-seeking graduate 
student enrollment is in Appendix D.  Data in 
this report are from Banner Warehouse and differ 
slightly from the day 15 reports because of changes to 
enrollment after day 15.
• Following a decline from 2015 to 2016, graduate 
enrollment increased in each of the last 3 years. Fall 
2019 enrollment was 2,633 (up 2% from 2018), the 
highest it has been since 2011.
• The College of Education and Human Services 
continues to have the highest enrollment of 
degree-seeking graduate students (878), followed 
by the Huntsman School of Business (436), the College 
of Science (295), and the College of Agriculture and 
Applied Sciences (282).
• The number of PhD students increased for the 
third consecutive year to 650, the fourth highest 
number in any year.
• The number and percentage of international graduate 
students has generally declined in the past seven years. 
In Fall 2019, 239 international students comprised 
8% of degree-seeking graduate students. The 92 
international students in the College of Engineering 
comprised 34% of degree-seeking graduate students 
in that college (down from 44% in 2016). The Caine 
College of Arts had 8 international students (29%), and 
the College of Science had 83 (28%).
• Across all graduate degree programs, the percent 
of students who are female has been 54 – 56% 
in each of the past 5 years. This percentage varies 
substantially across colleges and degree programs. For 
example, 92% of AUD and EdD students are female. 
At the college level, the disparity in numbers of male 
versus female students is greatest in the College of 
Engineering (82% male) and the Huntsman School 
of Business (74% male). In contrast, degree-seeking 
graduate students in the College of Education and 
Human Services are 71% female.
17Degrees / Travel
The Graduate School budgets $50,000 each year to 
support travel by students who are giving presentations 
at regional, national, and international conferences. 
SGS travel funds must be matched by the student’s 
department or college. In the 2018-19 academic year, 
SGS funded 187 travel awards for a total of $55,765.
An additional 48 travel requests, for $14,000, were 
denied because funding was not available or because 
the student was not eligible for a travel award.  [more 
detail about this funding is in a report in Box: SGS 
Business Services > SGS Grad Travel > Grad Student 
Travel Awards > FY19 Grad Travel Report.docx]
A total of 957 graduate degrees were awarded during 
the 2018-19 academic year. This was down from 2017-
18 (1,086), largely because of a drop in the number of 
professional degrees (543, down from 702) that was 
driven by the 3-year cohort in the Master of Social 
Work program (98 degrees in 2017-18, 14 degrees in 
2018-19). The total of 957 was greater than the number 
of degrees awarded in the two years prior to 2017-18. 
The number of doctoral degrees was more than 10% 
higher in 2018-19 than the previous year, and was 
larger than in any of the previous 9 years. The number 
of Master of Science (MS) degrees awarded in 2018-
19 was greater than in the previous three years (the period 
since most MS/C degrees were converted to Professional 
Degrees. Those two results, a record number of doctoral 
degrees and a several year increase in MS degrees, are 
indicative of expanding research programs at USU. 
A detailed degree summary is provided as Appendix E, 
which shows degree numbers over the past 5-6 years, in 
total and broken down by degree type, college, 
department, and degree program.
DEGREES AWARDED
GRADUATE STUDENT  
TRAVEL
18 Diversity & Inclusion
USU is a state-funded and land grant university, 
and it is a goal of the Graduate School that the 
domestic graduate student body reflects the racial 
and ethnic composition of the population of Utah. 
The changing demographics of Utah (e.g., the rapid 
growth of the Hispanic population) and a historic 
underrepresentation of most minority populations (e.g., 
Native Americans), make this a difficult goal to achieve. 
Furthermore, data for race/ethnicity are self-reported 
and many students do not provide this information.
The proportion of degree-seeking graduate students 
who self-reported as White/non-Hispanic has declined 
from 91% in 2015 to 89% in 2019, however that 
decrease is a consequence of a larger decrease in 
students identified as ‘White, Non-Hispanic’ compared 
to other categories. The absolute number of graduate 
students self-identified as other than ‘White, Non-
Hispanic’ declined from fall 2015 (191) to Fall 2019 
(153) (Appendix F).
Graduate application fees have been identified as a 
substantial financial hurdle for some potential graduate 
students. In fall 2019, departments were told that 
SGS would waive graduate application fees for a 
modest number (~5) of applicants, if the department 
established a procedure to identify applicants who are 
facing financial hardship that might prevent them from 
applying to a graduate program.
Departments may request a second recruiting grant if 
the funds will be used to target individuals from groups 
that are underrepresented in the department. Four 
such awards were made in FY2018; no requests were 
submitted in FY2019. A new opportunity, funding 
for Diversity & Inclusion Assistantships, was created 
for FY2020. Three of these awards have been made 
as of January 2020; results of these activities will be 













In July 2018, the School of Graduate Studies (SGS) began to work with Steve Funk and his team to transition SGS 
forms from Adobe fillable pdfs to an electronic format in ServiceNow. The Admission Waiver Justification form was the 
first form to go live, and that was completed in September 2018. All major SGS forms (24 total) had the first version 
on line by August 2019, with only minor updates or revisions needed after that point. In October 2018, Utah State 
University was informed that Docusign, the electronic signature service used by SGS for form approval, was raising the 
cost of the service to $3 per envelope on November 1st. Due to the raise in Docusign usage rates, it is estimated that the 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Race/ethnicity data (self reported) from Banner. [enrollment data as of 9/23/19]
401.3.3 and 405.3.3.1 
 
Rationale for proposed code changes:  
We would like to match the code with the preferred practice. A librarian would only be 
appointed at the affiliate librarian level if they have not yet completed a Masters in Library and 
Information Science or another relevant postgraduate degree (for example, a candidate will 
complete their degree in August but begins their position at USU in June). Three years’ work 
experience is not an expectation for either affiliate or assistant librarian, so we propose to remove 
this requirement from the code, along with changes to conform the assistant librarian 




401.3 THE TENURED AND TENURE-ELIGIBLE FACULTY 
 
3.3 Academic Ranks: Librarians 
 
Faculty members appointed to the academic unit of the library hold one of the following ranks: 
affiliate librarian, assistant librarian, associate librarian, or librarian. A description of each 
follows. (See policy 405.3 for a complete discussion of the criteria for appointment or promotion 
for these ranks.) 
 
(1) Affiliate Librarian. 
Appointment as affiliate librarian requires, a master's degree in library and information science 
from an institution accredited by the American Library Association or a master's degree and 
appropriate credentials for assignment to areas with specialized needs and demonstrated ability 
in accordance with the role statement. 
 
(2) Assistant Librarian. 
Appointment as or advancement in rank to assistant librarian requires all the qualifications 
prescribed for an affiliate librarian; demonstrated ability in librarianship, research, or other 
qualifying work; and evidence of professional development as determined by the appropriate 
administrator. 
 
(3) Associate Librarian. 
Appointment as or advancement to associate librarian requires all the qualifications prescribed 
for an assistant librarian; an established reputation in librarianship based on scholarship, and 
service; and broad recognition for professional success in librarianship. 
 
(4) Librarian. 
Appointment as or advancement to librarian requires all the qualifications prescribed for an 







401.3 THE TENURED AND TENURE-ELIGIBLE FACULTY 
 
3.3 Academic Ranks: Librarians 
 
Faculty members appointed to the academic unit of the library hold one of the following ranks: 
affiliate librarian, assistant librarian, associate librarian, or librarian. A description of each 
follows. (See policy 405.3 for a complete discussion of the criteria for appointment or promotion 
for these ranks.) 
 
(1) Affiliate Librarian. 
 
(1) Affiliate Librarian. 
Appointment as affiliate librarian would occur when a candidate has not yet completed requires, 
a master's degree in library and information science from an institution accredited by the 
American Library Association or a relevant postgraduate degree and but hasappropriate 
credentials for assignment to areas with specialized needs and demonstrated ability in accordance 
with the role statement. 
 
(2) Assistant Librarian. 
 
Appointment as or advancement in rank to assistant librarian requires a master's degree in library 
and information science from an institution accredited by the American Library Association or a 
relevant postgraduate degree and demonstrated ability in accordance with the role statementall 
the qualifications prescribed for an affiliate librarian; demonstrated ability in librarianship, 
research, or other qualifying work; and evidence of professional development as determined by 






405.3 TENURE AND PROMOTION: CRITERIA FOR LIBRARIANS 
3.1 Criteria for Promotion from Affiliate Librarian to Assistant Librarian 
 
Faculty members will be initially appointed to the rank of affiliate librarian when they have 
completed the terminal degree in Library and Information Science or its equivalent but have less 
than three years work experience as a professional librarian. Promotion to assistant librarian 
requires the completion of a terminal degree or its equivalent; a minimum of three years work 
experience as a professional librarian; demonstrated ability in librarianship, research, or other 





405.3 TENURE AND PROMOTION: CRITERIA FOR LIBRARIANS 
3.1 Criteria for Promotion from Affiliate Librarian to Assistant Librarian 
 
Faculty members will be initially appointed to the rank of affiliate librarian when they have not 
completed a master's degree in library and information science from an institution accredited by 
the American Library Association or a relevant master's degree the terminal degree in Library 
and Information Science or its equivalent but have demonstrated ability in accordance with the 
role statementless than three years work experience as a professional librarian. Promotion to 
assistant librarian requires a master's degree in library and information science from an 
institution accredited by the American Library Association or a relevant postgraduate degree and 
demonstrated ability in accordance with the role statement the completion of a terminal degree or 
its equivalent; a minimum of three years work experience as a professional librarian; 
demonstrated ability in librarianship, research, or other qualifying work; evidence of scholastic 




401.3.3 and 405.3.3.1 
 
Rationale for proposed code changes:  
We would like to match the code with the preferred practice. A librarian would only be 
appointed at the affiliate librarian level if they have not yet completed a Masters in Library and 
Information Science or another relevant postgraduate degree (for example, a candidate will 
complete their degree in August but begins their position at USU in June). Three years’ work 
experience is not an expectation for either affiliate or assistant librarian, so we propose to remove 
this requirement from the code, along with changes to conform the assistant librarian 




401.3 THE TENURED AND TENURE-ELIGIBLE FACULTY 
 
3.3 Academic Ranks: Librarians 
 
Faculty members appointed to the academic unit of the library hold one of the following ranks: 
affiliate librarian, assistant librarian, associate librarian, or librarian. A description of each 
follows. (See policy 405.3 for a complete discussion of the criteria for appointment or promotion 
for these ranks.) 
 
(1) Affiliate Librarian. 
Appointment as affiliate librarian requires, a master's degree in library and information science 
from an institution accredited by the American Library Association or a master's degree and 
appropriate credentials for assignment to areas with specialized needs and demonstrated ability 
in accordance with the role statement. 
 
(2) Assistant Librarian. 
Appointment as or advancement in rank to assistant librarian requires all the qualifications 
prescribed for an affiliate librarian; demonstrated ability in librarianship, research, or other 
qualifying work; and evidence of professional development as determined by the appropriate 
administrator. 
 
(3) Associate Librarian. 
Appointment as or advancement to associate librarian requires all the qualifications prescribed 
for an assistant librarian; an established reputation in librarianship based on scholarship, and 
service; and broad recognition for professional success in librarianship. 
 
(4) Librarian. 
Appointment as or advancement to librarian requires all the qualifications prescribed for an 







401.3 THE TENURED AND TENURE-ELIGIBLE FACULTY 
 
3.3 Academic Ranks: Librarians 
 
Faculty members appointed to the academic unit of the library hold one of the following ranks: 
affiliate librarian, assistant librarian, associate librarian, or librarian. A description of each 
follows. (See policy 405.3 for a complete discussion of the criteria for appointment or promotion 
for these ranks.) 
 
(1) Affiliate Librarian. 
 
(1) Affiliate Librarian. 
Appointment as affiliate librarian would occur when a candidate has not yet completed requires, 
a master's degree in library and information science from an institution accredited by the 
American Library Association or a relevant postgraduate degree and but hasappropriate 
credentials for assignment to areas with specialized needs and demonstrated ability in accordance 
with the role statement. 
 
(2) Assistant Librarian. 
 
Appointment as or advancement in rank to assistant librarian requires a master's degree in library 
and information science from an institution accredited by the American Library Association or a 
relevant postgraduate degree and demonstrated ability in accordance with the role statementall 
the qualifications prescribed for an affiliate librarian; demonstrated ability in librarianship, 
research, or other qualifying work; and evidence of professional development as determined by 






405.3 TENURE AND PROMOTION: CRITERIA FOR LIBRARIANS 
3.1 Criteria for Promotion from Affiliate Librarian to Assistant Librarian 
 
Faculty members will be initially appointed to the rank of affiliate librarian when they have 
completed the terminal degree in Library and Information Science or its equivalent but have less 
than three years work experience as a professional librarian. Promotion to assistant librarian 
requires the completion of a terminal degree or its equivalent; a minimum of three years work 
experience as a professional librarian; demonstrated ability in librarianship, research, or other 





405.3 TENURE AND PROMOTION: CRITERIA FOR LIBRARIANS 
3.1 Criteria for Promotion from Affiliate Librarian to Assistant Librarian 
 
Faculty members will be initially appointed to the rank of affiliate librarian when they have not 
completed a master's degree in library and information science from an institution accredited by 
the American Library Association or a relevant master's degree the terminal degree in Library 
and Information Science or its equivalent but have demonstrated ability in accordance with the 
role statementless than three years work experience as a professional librarian. Promotion to 
assistant librarian requires a master's degree in library and information science from an 
institution accredited by the American Library Association or a relevant postgraduate degree and 
demonstrated ability in accordance with the role statement the completion of a terminal degree or 
its equivalent; a minimum of three years work experience as a professional librarian; 
demonstrated ability in librarianship, research, or other qualifying work; evidence of scholastic 
promise; and evidence of professional development (policy 401.3.3(2)). 
 
 
 
